
Hua Hin H3 Run #312 – 8th August 2015 

 

Location: 2.3 km along the Sam Phan Nam Floating Market Road from Soi 112 and Exit Right 

Google Map Link: https://goo.gl/maps/BGHE1 

GPS Coordinates: N 12 28.651, E 99 55.401 (N 12.477522, E 99.923344) 

Hares: Hugmanannygoat & Blowmedry 

Hash Snacks: Karaoke Queen 

Hash Notes: Tinks 

Hash Photos: Hugmanannygoat, Blowmedry & Paracetamol 

Number of Hashers: 40 

Pre-Hash 

The Hares this week were the same as for the last H2H3 Run and the run site was located the 

opposite side of the Sam Phan Nam Floating Market Road along a rather rutted dirt road.  Luckily for 

the Hares the rain stayed away during the week 

otherwise the planned run site would most 

certainly have had to be relocated.  When Tinks 

arrived the beer truck was already on station and 

shortly thereafter the iceman, Butt Out, arrived.  

The gathering hounds helped Biermeister Jock 

Twat to unload and set up the icing of the beers 

and softies.  The Hares had opted to try out the 

Aussie Bar for the first time and to help with 

diminishing waiting time upon arrival Blowmedry 

was taking pre-orders and handing out number 

tags.  Buy the time Tinks called the hounds to 

order for the pre-run briefing there were 40 

assembled hashers, which included 4 virgin 

hashers. 

Hugmananny proceeded with the briefing advising 

of a fairly flat run, a short walk (4.6 km), a long 

walk (6.2 km) and a Runners trail (8.6 km).  No 

particular hazards, a few barking dogs but not 

aggressive, possible wet feet as we were close to 

the river, and some itchy bean around check 5.  

 

 

 

The Trail 

With briefing over the pack set off to the first check which was within the first 500 metres.  At this 

point returner Stitch in Time found the false trail and so the pack headed in the direction of the 

river.  This proved to be wrong also as the trail went in a similar direction to the false trail and Stitch 

was again at the back.  The pack managed to break the next 5 checks until the run/walk split. 



 
The Trail according to the Hares: Runners 8.6 km, Long Walk 6.2 km, Short Walk 4.6 km 

At this point the runners consisting of Stitch, Mudman, Brambles, Bent Banana, Andy, Tinks, Davey 

Delayed & Windinhishair continued through a further 9 checks to the merge point with the long walk.  

Check 7 proved to be a problem although Andy most probably found the trail he was silent calling as 

the remaining runners searched a large area.  Eventual a loud enough call was heard and the small pack 

set off again on trail only to be confused at check 10.  A phone call to Hugs resulted in him showing up 

at the check in his truck and redirecting the pack to check 12 thereby missing out check 11. 

 

The Runners Trail according to Tinks: Runners 9.0 km 

From here it was fairly easy going although at the merge Tinks, Davey Delayed and Windinhishair 

where on the opposite bank to Brambles and Bent Banana having missed the well hidden devious right 

turn which was very visible from the Walkers trail.  It was at this point that lost Hasher Andy (see 

Post Trail Notes) was last seen by Mudman and Stitch.  The on home was lengthy and the paper was 



difficult to find at times.  The last runners finishing some 100 minutes after starting other than Andy 

who was found and brought back by his wife to the circle almost 2.5 hrs after starting. 

  

Post Trail and Circle 

As on the previous H2H3 Hash after lengthy trails for the long walk and runners, the pack were in 

good spirits as they got stuck into Karaoke Queen’s dips and bread.  The mature cheese and egg mix 

was very tasty.  It became apparent as darkness drew in that Andy was not back and eventually wife 

Jenny went out in their van looking for him followed closely by Hugs.  It transpired that Andy managed 

to get to the main road, found a house and convince the occupants to lend him a phone so that he could 

call the wife and be picked up.  As the search was on and the darkness drawing in fast and some 

hashers more concerned with getting the circle going Tinks eventually called the pack to order for the 

customary circle and rewards were handed out to the following: 

Hash Snacks:  Karaoke Queen 

Virgin Hashers: Caroline, Joe & Carla 

Late Payment:  Bent Banana 

200 Runs:  Mudman – actually 208 on the day  

No Hash Names: Alan & Susan – remain No Name Alan & Sue until more appropriate names are 

endorsed by the pack. 

Christening:  Alison “Jocktopussy”Angus (this may be changed as apparently there was another 

proposal but this was not made known at the time of calling) 

Returner:  Stitch in Time 

FRB’s;  Stitch and Mudman – no racing on the Hash 

Hares: Hugmanannygoat & Blowmedry 

Lost Hashers:  Andy 

Returners:  Mcrobbie Family – Andy, Jenny, Annabel, James & Josh 

Next Week’s CAH3 Hares:  Brambles Bill & Butt Out 

 

Post Circle 

After the closing of the circle a few more beverages consumed, beer truck loaded up followed by a 

departure to the Aussie Bar where some 25+ hashers gathered to continue the evening’s social. 

On On 

 


